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A meeting of the Board of Studies of the Departnent of Commerce was held on 29th 
November 2023 at 2 Opm in the Departnent of Commerce through hybrid mode. The 
google mect link for the same wasiheet, google. com/byt- iagm siy 

Dr. Ann Abraham. chaiman of the bvard weleomed the members of the hoard. The minutes 
of the pre ious meeting were read and the same was passed by Mr. George John and was 
seconded by Dr. Joseph James. 

Agenda: Appval for the implementation of Four Year Under Graduate Programme 
Dr. Ann Abraham chairman. informed the board that as per the Government of Kerala and 

MG University regulations, Four Year Under Graduate Programme needs to be implemented 

from the next academic year. For tlhis the college intends to take the draft syllabus of the MG 

university as the base document for the finalising the syllabus. Based on the draft syllabus, a 

detailed discussion of the board on each course will be done. The chairman requested the 

board for the approval of the initiation of the implementation of the FYUG Programme. Dr. 
Bino Joy, the university nominee supported the decision stating that the implementation is 

based on the National Education Policy. Mr. George John opined that topics based on the 

latest technology such as Artificial Intelligence should be incorporated in the new syllabus. 
CA K Balaji also supported, and advised that commerce graduates should be aware of the 

latest trends in this specific area of study. Dr. Joseph James was of the opinion that since the 
academic autonomy is limited to 20 percent change in the syllabus, revision is advisable only 
after the draft syllabus is available. He also requested the chairman to make the syllabus 
available to the board members in advance of the meeting for syllabus revision. 

The board approved the proposal. 
Dr. Vimal George Kurian proposed the vote of thanks. The meeting came to an end at 3:00 
pm. 
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